English Language ambiguity has always been one of the major concerns of psycholinguistic research. A number of studies have been carried out to investigate different types of ambiguity resolution, including phonological ambiguity resolution, lexical ambiguity resolution, syntactic ambiguity resolution and pragmatic ambiguity resolution. Studies of lexical ambiguity resolution have found that lexically ambiguous words with two meanings of the same frequency took longer to read than lexically unambiguous words, suggesting that different meanings of ambiguous words compete for integration to the local context. This paper gives an overview of the classical psycholinguistic studies on English lexical ambiguity resolution which employed the eye-tracking technology.
Introduction
A serial of psycholinguistic studies have investigated lexical ambiguity resolution and discovered that ambiguous lexically items which had two meanings that are equally frequent took longer to read than lexically unambiguous words, suggesting that a mechanism of competition of different meanings of ambiguous words was involved in processing. observed that when the two meaning of an ambiguous word are similar in frequency, the reading times for that ambiguous word was longer, compared to its unambiguous control word. It suggests that two equally frequent meanings of an ambiguous lexical item were both activated at the same stage of processing. Therefore, there could be competition of the two meanings during lexical access and also the integration to the context was energy-consuming as both the meanings were equally plausible as input. The same pattern of effect was found in later studies of Rayner and colleges. In Duffy, Morris, & Rayner (1988) , the results showed that the reading times for the ambiguous words with two equally frequent meaning were longer than the unambiguous words. This paper gives a general introduction to the development and major focus of eye movement research in reading comprehension and reviews a serial studies by famous American psycholinguist Keith Rayner and colleges investigating issues of lexical ambiguity resolution.
Eye Tracking and Ambiguity Resolution

Eye Movement Research in Reading
Reading is an important cognitive process of human being and the earliest study of eye movements in reading can be traced back to the late 19th century. The study of eye movements discovered that peoples' visual line do not move forward constantly, but instead jump from one fixation to another. The movement of jumping from one fixation stage to another is called saccade. McConkie & Rayner (1975) have pioneered the research of eye movements and their initial research focus was on how eye movements were controlled during reading. Rayner's early studies provided solid empirical footing to Huey's early analysis of reading.
Models of Ambiguity Resolution
There are different opinions about the mechanisms underlying ambiguity resolution. There are two competing accounts in research on ambiguity. According to one account, a mechanism of competition is involved in ambiguity resolution which results in ambiguous words or sentences being harder to understand than unambiguous words or sentences. However, the other account assumes that only one analysis is initially activated in sentence processing and reanalysis occurs only when the initial analysis is found to be implausible.
According to this reanalysis-based account, sentences processing are easy when there are ambiguities, compared to sentences without ambiguity.
According to the competition model, the processor activates two or more analyses at the same time when encountering ambiguity and these analyses compete with each other. The competition can be very strong when the analyses are activated equally. This occurs when linguistic information supports two or more analyses to a similar extent. Competition model assumes that it is hard for the language processor to process the sentence when there is an ambiguity. This is because when there is an ambiguity, the processor has to activate two or more interpretations. These analyses compete because either of the interpretations could be applied to the ambiguous words or sentences. By contrast, contexts can be very easy to process when there are unambiguous words and sentences because only one interpretation is highly activated by the various sources of information and hence the interpretations do not compete.
In contrast to the competition model, reanalysis model claims that in ambiguity resolution the processor initially adopts one analysis and then reanalyses if the initial analysis is found to be impossible or implausible. According to these models, ambiguous words or structures can make sentence processing very easy because the processor adopts one interpretation first and does not need to go back for reanalysis as long as the interpretation is plausible. However, sentences with unambiguous words or structures are comparatively harder to process because the processor may initially adopt an implausible analysis and would therefore need to go back for reanalysis when the implausibility is discovered.
Eye-movement Research in Lexical Ambiguity Resolution
Word Frequency and Lexical Access
Rayner & Duffy (1986) carried out two eye-movement experiments and found that the lexical access time was not significantly affected by verb complexity but it might be affected by the meaning frequency of the word. When the two meanings of a word were equally frequent, it may affect the access of the word and post-access integration.
In the first experiment, they used sentences like "She thought the punch (cider) was a little sour." with the ambiguous word "punch" paired with an unambiguous word "cider". Each ambiguous word had two noun meanings (e.g., punch) and the unambiguous control word only had one meaning (e.g., cider), which is similar to the non-dominant meaning of the target ambiguous word. They assumed that increased fixation time on target words would occur if lexical ambiguity caused immediate processing difficulties and that this increased fixation time might reflect an increase in lexical access time, post-access integration time, or both. This is also consistent with competition, assuming that the lexical ambiguity caused competition between both possible interpretations resulting in an increased fixation time. They analysed fixation durations on the target ambiguous word and also one word that was fixated before the target word and one word after the target word. No significant effect of lexical ambiguity was found for the gaze duration eye movement measure and first fixation duration measure. However, subsequent analyses suggested that the lack of effect of ambiguity may result from the fact that there were a number of lexical items whose two meanings were not equally biased. Two meanings of an ambiguous word may only increase the difficulties of processing when they are equally frequent (i.e., the ambiguous word is equibiased). Indeed, there was longer mean gaze duration (269 msec) for the ambiguous words that were equibiased than ambiguous words that were non-equibiased (236 msec). Furthermore, the mean total time of the ambiguous target words (314 msec) was significantly longer than of the unambiguous control words (262 msec) and the reading times for the disambiguating region were longer in the ambiguous target word condition (82 msec) than in the unambiguous target word condition (64 msec).
Word Bias and Lexical Ambiguity Resolution
Research Design
In a serial of eye-movement experiments, the relationship of word bias and lexical processing has been investigated. In the second experiment of , the experimenters used sentences with equibiased ambiguous lexical items (the ambiguous word had two equally frequent meanings) or non-equibiased lexical items (the ambiguous word had one strongly dominant meaning). Each equibiased ambiguous word (e.g., coach in (1a)) and non-equibiased ambiguous word (e.g., perch in (1b)) was paired with an appropriate unambiguous control word (e.g., cabin in (1a) and trout in (1b)). The disambiguating information always followed the target words. 1a) He found the coach (cabin) was too hot to sleep in. 1b) He saw the perch (trout) had avoided the hook. Vol. 8, No. 2; 2018 They assumed that it would be more difficult to process equibiased ambiguous words than non-equibiased ambiguous words because it should be more time-consuming to choose from two similar-frequency meanings than from two different-frequency meanings.
In Duffy, Morris, & Rayner (1988) , they used sentences which contained two clauses: the target clause and the disambiguating clause (e.g., "Unfortunately his case (face) was ignored although it had a unique, weathered appearance."). The ambiguous words they used were either equibiased words or non-equibiased words and each ambiguous word was paired with an unambiguous control word. In half of the sentences, the disambiguating clause preceded the target word while in the other half it followed the target word (Before condition and After condition, respectively). When the target word was a non-equibiased ambiguous word, the disambiguating information always supports the subordinate (less frequent) meaning.
Mechanisms of lexical ambiguity resolutions in reading were investigated by Rayner & Frazier (1989) by conducting two eye-movement experiments using sentences frames like: 2a) George said that the wire informed John that his aunt would arrive on Monday.
2b) George said that the wire surrounded the entire barracks including the rifle range.
2c) George said that the wire was supposed to inform John that his aunt would arrive on Monday.
2d) George said that the wire was supposed to surround the entire barrack including the rifle range.
Two versions of the sentences were disambiguated in accordance with the dominant interpretation of the target word "wire" (2a & 2c), and two were consistent with the subordinate interpretation of the target word (2b & 2d). Two versions contained a disambiguating word (inform or surround, in the example) immediately following the ambiguous target word (2a & 2b), and the other two versions neutral material (three or four words0 were inserted between the ambiguous word and the disambiguating word (2c & 2d). The ambiguous word either had two almost equally likely meanings (nonbiased) or had a strong dominant meaning (biased).
Results and Analysis
According to their experimental data of , subjects spent extra time looking at ambiguous target words as compared to their control words when the two meanings of the ambiguous words were equally frequent. However, for the non-equibiased ambiguous target words, when the two meanings were different in frequency, there were no such time differences. Therefore they claimed that both meanings were accessed for the equibiased ambiguous target words but only the dominant meaning was accessed for the non-equibiased ambiguous target words. In other words, competition exists when processing equibiased ambiguous words because the two meanings of the ambiguous word had similar frequencies making it harder to process and more time-consuming. However, no competition should exist in non-equibiased ambiguous words condition as only the dominant meaning was accessed. Duffy, Morris, & Rayner (1988) replicated the finding of . Measures of processing time for three regions were calculated: the target word (e.g., caset/face), the post-target region (e.g., was ignored) and the disambiguating region (e.g., although it had a unique, weathered appearance). For the target word region, the results in the disambiguating After condition showed that reading times on equibiased ambiguous targets were longer than the unambiguous control words but the reading times of non-equibiased ambiguous targets were no longer than their controls. The results in the disambiguating Before condition was just in contrast. The non-equibiased ambiguous words showed processing difficulty while the equibiased target words did not take more time than their controls. It suggested that the in the disambiguating Before condition of the items with non-equibiased ambiguous targets, the disambiguating context makes the subordinate meaning of the ambiguous word more accessible. Therefore, both the appropriate and inappropriate meanings become available simultaneously and the competition between these two meanings causes processing difficulty. Similar processing difficulty occurred for the equibiased ambiguous words in the After condition when both meanings of the ambiguous target word were accessed at the same time and the two analyses competed with each other. This was consistent with the lengthened reading time on the ambiguous targets.
What's more, the results of Rayner & Frazier (1989) showed that readers spent more time on the nonbiased target ambiguous words than on the biased target words. This replicated the findings reported in and Duffy et al. (1988) who claimed that an ambiguous word was hard to process when it had two almost equally frequent meanings, compared to when it had one dominant meaning. It suggests that the two interpretations of the nonbiased ambiguous word compete and hence results in longer fixation times on the ambiguous word. However when the ambiguous word is biased, the most likely meaning was made available as soon as the word was encountered and was integrated with the prior text before the less likely meaning became ijel.ccsenet.org Vol. 8, No. 2; 2018 available. Hence, the competition of the two meanings was avoided.
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Discussion
In all reviewed studies (Duffy, Morris, & Rayner, 1988; Rayner & Frazier, 1989) , the researchers agree in general that readers always access more than one meaning of a lexical ambiguous word when the ambiguous word is equibiased. The fixation time for ambiguous words was longer than unambiguous words, providing that there was no disambiguating information preceding the target words. This indicated that the activation of two or more meanings of ambiguous words causes competition in processing and hence ambiguous words are harder than unambiguous words to comprehend. As one important part of psycholinguistic studies on English language ambiguity resolution, these studies have provided solid foundation of the Competition model which claims that ambiguous pronoun resolution involves competition between the different interpretations (e.g., Gernsbacher, 1989; MacDonald & McWhinney, 1995) . The idea is that if a pronoun has more than one possible antecedent, the activation levels of the different interpretations are similar, and therefore, it takes a long time before one of the interpretations reaches critical threshold activation and/or the alternative interpretations are sufficiently inhibited. By contrast, if a pronoun is unambiguous, there is no time-consuming competition, so unambiguous pronouns are predicted to be easier to process than ambiguous pronouns.
These results are quite different from the results from the studies investigating syntactic ambiguity resolution, which argues for a process of "reanalysis" rather than "competition" during processing. They claim that in ambiguity resolution the processor initially adopts one analysis and then reanalyses if the initial analysis is found to be impossible or implausible. According to these models, ambiguous words or structures can make sentence processing very easy because the processor adopts one interpretation first and does not need to go back for reanalysis as long as the interpretation is plausible. However, sentences with unambiguous words or structures are comparatively harder to process because the processor may initially adopt an implausible analysis and would therefore need to go back for reanalysis when the implausibility is discovered.
Conclusion
Eye movements tracking is an effect way of investigating people's processing mechanism in reading activities and it helped to draw a clear picture of various types of ambiguity resolution. The eye movement research in lexical ambiguity resolution showed that language processors are involved in a process of competition between different interpretations of the ambiguous lexical item. The competition lengthened the fixation time and hence brought forward processing difficulties. Further eye movement studies on lexical ambiguity resolution could focus on the processing mechanisms on different stages of processing and discover the interconnection between different types of ambiguity resolutions in reading.
